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Abstract

Stature estimation is the important parameter in forensic identification work. It is advantage in deriving the biological
profile especially in mass disaster and dismemberments case which incomplete remain usually found. The aim of this
study is to develop regression equations for stature estimation using foot dimensions for Thai population. Stature, foot
length, foot breadth, foot medial malleol height and foot navicular height were measured from 410 Thai adults (males and
females, 205 each) aged 20 to 50 years. Foot length parameters of both gender groups had the highest correlation between
stature and foot measurements at p - value less than 0.01, while foot navicular height parameter of all groups had the
lowest at p -value less than 0.01 except RFNH and LFNH of male group at p - value less than 0.05. Stepwise multiple
regression equation for stature estimation was fitted. The range of SEE values in the present study were from 4.06 - 4.27
cm and the R2 value was all high (74% - 76%). The equation obtained from the present study will be helpful to derive
approximate height of Thais individual using foot dimensions.
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Background
The difficulty for decease identification is the

dismemberment or mass disaster case which mutilated
or fragmentary remains usually found. Identification
works in forensic flied: sex, age, stature, and race arc
commonly determined. Krishan (1) found that sex, age,
race and stature of an individual correlate directly with
anthropometric characteristics. Anthropometry can be
subdivided into somatometry and osteometry (1).
Osteometry is the measurements of the skeleton and its
parts while somatometry is the measurements of the
living person.

Statue is one of the important factors in
identification. Anthropometric technique has been used
to estimate stature for long time by using statistically
formulae. Somatometry of various body parts had been
used in stature estimation such as hand (2, 3), finger
(3), leg (4), forearm (4-6), head and face (7,8).

Stature can also be estimated from various
measurement of foot dimensions such as foot length
and foot breadth using statistical derived equation (9-
15). Zeybek et al. (I 5) introduced additional
parameters which are foot medial malleol height and
foot navicular height in stature estimation from foot.
All these studies concluded that there were correlation
between foot dimensions and stature.

Different populations show variation of the
anatomical structure of human foot which influenced
by heredity, climatic factors, physical activities,
nutrient conditions and lifestyle (9-12). Consequently,
researchers in many countries conducted foot
measurement data and developed stature estimation
formulae for their population (9-16) since statistical
derived formulae giving specific data for each
population which may give imprecise results for others
population.

Manoonpol et al. (17) reported about stature
estimation from foot measurements in Thai. They
measured foot length, foot breadth and stature in 630
Thai police cadets and university students. Eighteen
estimation formulas were developed.

Physical activities and lifestyles influence on
anatomical structure of foot have been mentioned
earlier. Our interest is the study on the stature
estimation in Thai population in various physical
activities and lifestyles by using foot length, foot
breadth and two additional parameters: foot medial
malleol height and foot navicular height (9).

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Four hundred and ten Thai (males and females,

205 each) aged between 20 to 50 years were used in
the present study.

Measurement data collection
Stature and foot dimensions were measured in all

barefoot subjects during measurement, Regarding to
the diurnal variation of stature (18), all subjects were
measured in the afternoon period. Stature was
measured with a steel tape while foot dimensions were
measured with digital caliper. All measurements were
taken by one observer to avoid inter-observer error and
evaluated in eentimeter.

Stature is taken from the vertex to the floor
according to the anatomie position and Frankfurt plane.

The right (RFL) and the left foot length (LFL) are
the maximum distance between most anterior and
posterior points of foot. The right (RFB) and the left
foot Breadth (LFB) arc the distances between the
surfaces of the first and the fifth metatarsal bone heads.
The right (RFMH) and the left foot medial ma/leol
height (LFMH) are distances between the lower bound
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of tibial malleolar to the .floor, The right (RFNH) and
left foot navicular height (LFNH) are distances
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between the most superior projecting part of the
navicular bone and the floor, the dorsal side of foot.

Statistical analysis
The descriptive statistics of all measurements were

examined and compared between males and females
using t-test. The relations between stature and foot
measurements were determined by Pearson correlation.
The fitted equations were developed by multiple
regression analysis. All data were analyzed by using a
statistical package SPSS for Windows version 18. The
P-value less than 0.05 was set for the significant
difference between groups.

Results, Discussion and Conclusions
Results

From 410 subjects, mean age of male and female
was 33.48 and 32.68 years respectively.

The descriptive statistics analysis was shown in
Table 1. According to independent samples t-test,
mean value of all measurements of male group were
significantly higher than those of female group at P:
value less than 0.05.

The correlation (r) between stature and foot
measurements were determine by Pearson correlation
analysis as shown in Table 2. Foot length parameter of
all groups showed the highest correlation between
stature and foot measurements at p-value less than
om, while foot navicular height parameter of all
groups showed the lowest at p-va)ue less than 0.01
f~xceptRFNH and LFNH of male group at p-value less
than 0.05. It was noticed that the relation of mix -

"gender group had preferable correlation.
Table 3 showed the stepwise multiple regression

'uations for stature on the right and left foot
asurements of male, female and mix-gender groups.
unc parameters were eliminated in fitting equation to
oiding the collinearity among variables. In

~nsequencc, the best equation from mix-gender, male
~d female group were obtained from foot length and
. t medial malleol height of each foot side

Discussions
In present study, the right and left foot

measurements were taken from 410 Thais (males and
females 205 each). All measurements of male showed
significantly greater than those from female at p-value
less than 0.05. The means of stature, foot length and
foot breadth were compared with those from the
previous studies of other populations (9- I6), there were
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difference. Likewise previous studies pointed that
there are variation of stature and foot dimensions
between populations influenced by ethnical, physical
activities, climatic factor, and lifestyles (9-12).

The results of the presents study were compared
with those from Manoonpol et al (17). It was shown
that the means of stature, foot length and foot breadth
were difference, although they also studied on Thai
population. It could be from the subjects (police cadets
and university students) which had similar physical
activities.

The correlations between stature and foot
measurements were evaluated. It was shown that the
stature is significantly correlated with foot dimensions.
In the present study, the highest correlation was found
in the foot length. The length of foot was greater
correlation with the stature than with the foot breadth.
Krishan and Sharma (15) also found length offoot was
greater correlation with stature than foot breadth.

Sen and Ghosh (12) reported that the stature was
more significantly correlated with foot length at r =
0.813 atp-value less than 0.01.

The lowest correlation was the foot navicular
height of both foot sides. Zeybek et al. (9) introduced
the foot navicular height to be used in stature
estimation. In their study, some of the foot navicular
height had good significant correlation with stature
than other parameters.

The stepwise multiple regression equation for
stature estimation from foot measurements were fitted.
Stature estimation equations were derived from foot
length and foot medial mallcol height The accuracy of
regression equation was measured by low value of the
standard error estimation (SEE) and high value of
coefficient of determination (R2).

Zeybek et al. (9) suggested that the stature
estimation equation excluding the gender had better
results. The SEE value from sex dependent stature
estimation equations was 9 - 10 cm, while sex
independent stature estimation was 4 cm. Sen and
Ghosh (12) also reported the sex independent stature
estimation was preferable, The similar results were
also presented in the study by Sanli et al (l0). Kanchan
et al (11) discussed that the equations for mix- gender
group were better because of a larger sample size by
pooling of the sample.

The present study was trying fitted equations for
each gender by adding gender, as dummy variable, into
the equation. The result for each gender showed better
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than those from previous studies. The range of SEE ~_
values in the present study were from 4.06 - 4.27 cm
and the R2 value was all high (74% - 76%).
Conclusion

From present study, it has been concluded that
stature significantly correlate with foot dimensions.
Stature estimation equations were fitted and will be
helpful to derive approximate height of Thais
individual in case mutilated or fragmentary remains are
found.
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